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ABSTRACT
The SDN layer generally works as a virtual software switch or router in place of (or in conjunction with) the physical
network devices. Traditionally job of managing the traffic is perfo rmed by software embedded in the routers and
switches, in SDN it is performed by software fro m outside the devices. For large scale network environ ment,
centralized control of Soft ware Defined Network (SDN) having a single controller has several issues ass ociated with it
such as single point failure, co mputational complexity gro wth, reliability and scalability. To solve these issues multicontroller imp lementation of Soft ware Defined Network has been introduced. In proposed system SDN controllers are
deployed in (distributed) tree like structure such that lower level controller is controlled by upper level controller so
that all the network is controlled by single SDN controller centrally. Making possible to centralized control over the
global view of netwo rk with imp roved architecture will be considered. Distributed control plane architecture equally
distributes overall loads among all controllers arranged in distributed manner. It solves single point failure problem.
Keywords:- SDN, QoS, BG

I.

INTRODUCTION

Now a day’s it is important to have centralize control
over the resources rather than distributed one. In current
network architectures, the network devices are bundled
with a specialized control plane and various specialized
features. This essentially binds us with the features
shipped with the device. SDN breaks these pieces apart;
with hardware switches at the lowest level responsible
simp ly for forward ing packets and on top of that a control
plane that communicates with the data plane using welldefined interfaces. The need for SDN arose fro m the
buggy and unpredictable nature of the distributed
configuration of network. Hence, the idea of having a
centralized control plane to control the entire network
was proposed through SDN.

communicat ion protocol between a control plan (one or
more controllers) and a data p lan (netwo rk devices such
as switches and routers). OpenFlow is used as a basic
protocol in centralized routing where transfer tables
inside switches are programmed and controlled remotely.
Having this central approach reduces the need for N
number of intelligent nodes in a N-nodes topology.

Software Defined Networking (SDN) [1] is an
emerging new networking paradig m, wh ich aims to
introduce a new approach to the control and design of
networks of various kinds, which makes network control
plane directly programmable and the underlying
infrastructure to be abstracted for applications an d
network services. It provides an abstracted centralized
view of the distributed network state.

An SDN co mprises of a logically centralized controller
which has a global v iew of the network and is responsible
for all control decisions, this makes the control plane.
These centralized controllers co mmunicate with networkwide d istributed forward ing elements via standardized
interfaces. The data forwarding elements simp ly fo rward
the packets; they form the network data p lane. Briefly,
the two components are [4]:

OpenFlow: OpenFlow allows the realizat ion and
implementation of re-configurable networks architectures
named SDN which presents an attempt to solve the
bottlenecks of traditional routing based networking
deployments. Thus, OpenFlow [2] is the most advanced
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With the explosive growth of data traffic over the past
few years, the bottlenecks of traditional data networks
have been exposed. An emerging technology, OpenFlow
[3], has been developed at Stanford Un iversity, it is
currently gaining mo re and mo re support fro m co mpanies
such as Cisco, Juniper, Microsoft, Google and Facebook.

1. SDN Controller (SDN-C) - Control Plane node
which determines forwarding path for each flow in the
network and update the routing tables at data plane nodes.
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2. SDN Forwarding Element (SDN-FE) - Data Plane
node which simp ly forward the data packets based on
the routing tables.

II.

Approximat ion Scheme. Paper proposes improvement by
analysis and ns-2 simu lations. Proposed system in this
paper is implemented in d istributed arch itecture wh ich is
difficult to maintain.

MOTIVATION

Web is a discriminat ing foundation throughout
today’s reality simp ly like t ransportation and power. The
large deploy ment base of internet has made it quite
difficu lt to evolve in terms o f physical infrastructure,
protocols and performance. With current de mands on an
exponential increase there is an urgent need for
renovation of the infrastructure. In today’s network
architecture, the netwo rk devices and midd le bo xes are
vertically integrated i.e. the equip ment and programming
is given by the p roducer and can’t be redone voluntarily.
New programming is not introduced due to contrary
equipment, o r at present accessible programming is not
influences all the equip ment capacities. Soft ware
Defined Net working (SDN) presented a centralized
network contro l, where a controller manages a network
from a global view of the network [5].
Init ially, SDN network consists of single SDN
controller. Fo r small networks, single controller SDN
network works well co mpared to t radit ional networking
approaches. But single controller is not enough to
control entire network. Dep loy ments rely on a single
controller network stop working if used single controller
fails. Single controller network has problem related to
response time and overload wh ich increases delay. Type
and number o f controller used in network affect the
overall perfo rmance of network. That is the reason to
choose the problem related to kind of controllers used
and placement of used controllers. Soft ware Defined
networking relies on d irect ly programming the packet
handling mechan isms of the netwo rk nodes by a network
controller. It is understood that the behavior of the
networking equip ment is defined by software today.
Programmability of the network, separation of the
control plane fro m the data p lane and a controller that
has a view of entire network mot ivates to work in
software defined networking domain.

Rihab JMA L and Lamia CHAA RI FOURATI [7] Th is
paper shows all the control-level logical decisions are
taken at a central way, as compared to tradit ional
networking. This paper present a routing solution based
on SDN arch itecture imp lemented in OpenFlow
environ ment and provid ing shortest path routin g.
Proposed system in th is paper is imp lemented in
centralized arch itecture, but it is not like tree structure
which is difficult to maintain.
C. Rothernberg, C. N. A. Co rrea, R. Raszu k, et.al.[8]
This paper discussed on the centralized Routing Control
Plat form (RCP) in context of SDN. A controller centric
hybrid networking model is proposed in the paper.
Rahamatullah Khondoker et al.[9] g ives selection
criteria for controllers by co mparing controller features.
SDN is a new networking paradig m that separates the
control plane of a networking device (e.g., a switch /
router) fro m its data plane, making it feasib le to control,
mon itor, and manage a network fro m a centralized node
(the SDN controller). A decision making a temp late is
proposed in this paper to help researchers choose the
SDN controller that best fits their needs.
Zuhran Khan Khattak et al.[10] described
Perfo rmance Evaluation of OpenDaylight SDN
Controller. The performance analysis of network
controllers is generally with the help of benchmarking.
Bench marking of recently developed OpenDay light SDN
controller is not done till now. Results of bench marking
of OpenDaylight SDN controller and Floodlight SDN
controller are presented.
Shivaleela Arlimatti et al.[11] described a
comprehensive survey on SDN and OpenFlo w. Study of
infrastructure, southbound, controllers, northbound and
network applicat ions is done. Challenges in the field of
SDN are discussed which gives ideas to work on.

A. Literature survey
Agarwal S. , Kodialam M. , Lakshman T.V. et.al.: [6]
This paper gives a description about applying effective
traffic eng ineering in scenario where s oftware defined
networks are incrementally deployed into existing
network. It presents the optimizat ion p roblem for the
centralized SDN contro ller based on minimizing the
maximu m link utilization in the network. The results of
simu lat ion show improved network performance by the
use of SDN in the exist ing network. This paper shows
how controllers apply on different part of exist ing
network. They also formu late the SDN controller
optimizat ion problem fo r traffic eng ineering with partial
deployment and developed Fully Polyno mial Time
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Deepankar Gupta et al.[12] d iscussed the Border
Gateway Protocol (BGP) protocol useful for inter-SDN
controller co mmun ication. Mult ip le SDN controller
commun ication is done with the help o f east-west
interface, which share control p lane parameters like
Quality of Service (QoS), policy information, and so on.
Soheil Hassas Yeganeh et al.[13] proposed a Kandoo,
a novel d istributed control p lane that offloads control
applicat ions over available resources in the net work with
min imal developer intervention and Realizat ion of
scalable Soft ware Defined Network is done by limit ing
the overhead events are frequently p rocessed in the data
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plane. Th is requires modifying switches and comes at the
cost of visib ility in the control plane. Kandoo, a
framework preserves scalability without changing
switches.

III.

proposed distributed hierarchical model is shown in
Figure 1.2.

PROPOSED WORK

Actual flo w of proposed architecture is explained by
giving routing examp les. These examples play important
role to understand design of proposed distributed
hierarchical control plane arch itecture. Illustrated how
intra-area routing and inter-area routing is carried out.
The two routing examp les are based on the topology
shown in Figure 1.1 In given topology, a domain has two
sub-domains and each sub-domain has two areas. At the
same time four hosts (host A, B, C and D) are located in
the topology.
Figure 7.3: Intra-Area Routing Sequence of Proposed
Architecture.
B. Inter-Area Routing

Figure 1.1: Architecture Diagram
A. Intra-Area Routing
The first examp le of intra-area routing, shows how to
communicate between t wo hosts (such as Host A and
Host B) in an area. When the Host A sends a data flow to
the Host B, the switch connect to the host A generates a
Packet-In message and sends the message to Area
Controller 1. When Area Controller 1 receives the
message, it checks whether the destination address of the
data flow is in its area, as Host B is located in Area 1
Area Controller 1 look for the informat ion of host B.
Then it calculates the intra-area routing path fro m Host A
to Host B based on the intra-area topology. Next, Area
Controller 1 sends the routing rules to the switches in the
path list, so that the switches install the rules for the data
flow. Finally, when all the switches in the path list are
installed routing ru les, the data flow sent by Host A is
forwarded to Host B. The intra -area routing sequence of
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Figure 1.3: Inter-Area Routing Sequence of Proposed
Architecture
The second example is an examp le of the inter-area
routing. The example illustrates how Host C sends data
flow to Host D with proposed architecture. When Host C
sends a data flow to Host D, the data flow reaches the
switch wh ich Host C connects to. Then the switch
generates a Packet-In message and sends the message to
Area Controller 2. As host D is not in Area 2, when Area
Controller 2 receives the message, it extracts the source
address and destination address from the Packet-In
message and encapsulates it to a simple request, sends the
request to Domain Controller 1, and buffers the Packet-In
message with an index. When Do main Controller 1
receives the request, it calculates the inter-area path
according to the global abstracted network v iew. For the
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destination Host D is in the sub-domain of Do main
Controller 2, Do main Controller 1 publish the inter area
path routing rules to the Do main Controller 2 through the
NoSQL distributed database. When Domain Controller 2
receives the inter-area routing rule messages, it sends the
messages to the area controllers on the routing path. The
inter-area routing sequence of proposed distributed
hierarchical model is displayed in Figure 1.3.

IV.

C. Experimental Result

SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT

We need VMware workstation 11.0.0 and Mininet.
Mininet used for simulat ion of distributed control plane.
Mininet is most widely used network emu lator for
simu lation of Software Defined Networking. Min iEdit is
a graphical editor for min inet which is useful to draw
particular topology.
A. The Mininet:
Prototyping and simu lating large networks virtual
mode is better option because when one wants to simu late
large network having number of hosts, switches and SDN
controllers. All having different configurations might be
problemat ic. For simu lating such large SDN network
popular simulating tool Mininet is available [14].

Figure 4.Throughput of Distributed Control Plane.

The Mininet is a system that allows rap idly
prototyping large networks on a single co mputer. It
creates scalable Software-defined networks using
lightweight virtualization mechanis ms, such as processes
and network namespaces. These features permit the
Mininet create, interact with, customize and share the
prototypes quickly.

In this experiment, each area has 100-120 switches.
There is some hardware and bandwidth limitations
therefore random network topology is used. First of all
domain controllers are started and then four area
controllers. In this test, the number of areas to test, the
flow set-up rate per second is increases. From Figure 4
above, One can say that single area controller handle
8126 new flows per second. With the increasing number
of areas, the average throughput of the control plane is
stable, and the overall throughput of our distributed
control plane architecture increases steadily.

B. Emulation environment specifications:

V. CONCLUSIONS

For carry out the experiment we have used Lenovo
Z50 Forth generation Laptop having Intel Core i5
processor, 4GB of RAM running the O.S.
Ubuntu/Windows 64 bits and VMware Workstation 11.0.
In VMware Workstation 11, we installed the guest
operating systems: Min inet Emu lator version 2.0 on
Ubuntu 14.04/Windows 8 64bits with 4Gb of RAM;
Floodlight/OpenDay light Controller version 0.90.
Wireshark and dpctl are used for measuring and
monitoring the functionality of mininet.

The study of existing software defined network is
carried out. Trad itional implementation of Software
Defined Net works has problem of single point failure. To
solve above problem mu lt i-controller imp lementation of
Software Defined Net works is proposed so that one
controller fails another takes over. Multi-controller
implementation of Software Defined Networks introduces
a new problem of computational co mplexity wh ich is
tackled by making arrangement of controllers such that
domain level controller controls the area controllers.
Overall workload is div ided among multip le controllers
which solves the computational complexity issue.

In our system there are two do main controllers, four
area controllers, any nu mber of switches are used in
designing of distributed hierarchical control plane. There
is two type of data our system has first is determin istic
and non-deterministic. Source address, destination
address, number of packets to be sent are first type of
data. Routing path, number of intermediate switches
through which packets flow are fall in later category.
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VI.

FUTURE ENHANCEMENT

In a large scale Software Defined Network, a hybrid
control plane can be used. In this, the domain controllers
should be Open Daylight controllers as they can
communicate with each other easily and the area
controllers should be Floodlight controllers so as to
maximize performance.
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For mult i-controller co mmunication we need inter
controller co mmun ication protocols, wh ich wo rk
differently at domain level and differently at area level.
[13]
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